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Fingers and helices 
SIR-On several occasions the interaction 
between Xenopus transcription factor 
lIlA (TFIIIA) and 5S RNA genes has 
been discussed in Nature, News and 
Views,-3. TFIIIA is a good example of the 
so-called finger proteins', eukaryotic reg
ulatory proteins which contain variable 
numbers of a characteristic teIidemly re
peating motif of about 30 amino acids,,6. It 
is currently thought that these sequence 
repeats represent small nucleic acid bind
ing domains, each folded about a tetrahed
rally coordinated zinc ion. The coordina
tion is provided by appropriate side chain 
atoms from fully conserved histidines and 
cysteines. This had led to a model in which 
TFIIIA is essentially a 'string of beads' 
that zigzags along one side of a nucleic 
acid double helix in an extended fashion? 

Our observation' of the repeating motif 
in TFIIIA, which has unfortunately been 
overlooked by most authors, allowed us to 
make a reasonable prediction of the aver
age secondary structure of the repeat. We 
have now extended the secondary struc
ture analysis to include all the finger sequ
ences known to us (Table 1). The predic
tion technique8 involves calculation of 
smoothed plots for each of the three con
formational preference parameters (ex
helix, f)-strand and turn) for individual 
sequence repeats. The smoothed curves 
are then averaged over all the repeats. 
The most strongly predicted region spans 
alignment positions 17 - 23 (Table 1) 
where the mean smoothed helix prefer
ence varies from 1.1 to 1.15. Given that" 
1.0 indicates a neutral preference and that 
1.4 is the largest preference, the helical 
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Fig. 1 A 'helical' wheel representation of the 
predicted (X-helical region in the 'finger' se
quences. The wheel is numbered according to 
the alignment in Table 1. The positions of the 
strongly conserved Leu 18 and His 21 are 
shown. The symbols used to illustrate the 
amphipathic nature of the (X-helix are (0) for 
hydrophobic residues (IALYMCHYWF), (+) 
for basic amino acids (KR), (-) for acidic/polar 
residues (QEDN), and (0) for (PSTG). The 
size of the symbols are proportional to the 
amino acid composition at each alignment 
position. 

Table 1 Aligned 'finger' sequences 
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YICSFADCGAAYNKNWKLQAHLC-KHTGEKP- 24 
FPCKEEGCEKGFTSLHHLTRHSL-THTGEKN- 25 
FTCDSDGCDLRFTTKANMKKHFNRFHNIKICV 26 
YVCHFENCGKAFKKHNQLKVHQF-SHTQQLP- 27 
YECPHEGCDKRFSLPSRLKRHEK-VH---AGY 28 
PCKKDDSCSFVGKTWTLYLKHVAECH-QDL-- 29 
AVC--DVCNRKFRHKDYLRDHQK-THEKERTV 30 
YLCPRDGCDRSYTTAFNLRSHIQSFHEEQRP- 31 
FVCEHAGCGKCFAMKKSLERHSV-VHDPEKRK 32 
FTCKI--CSRSFGYKHVLQNHER-THTGEKP- 33 
FECPE--CDKRFTRDHHLKTHMR-LHTGEKP- 34 
YHCSH--CDRQFVQVANLRRHLR-VHTGERP- 35 
YTC--EICDGKFSDSNQLKSHML-VHTGEKP- 36 
FEC--ERCHMKFRRRHHLMNHKCGIQSPPTPA 37 
FEC--EFCHKLFSVKEDLQVHRR-IHTKERP- 38 
YKC--DVCGRAFEHSGKLHRHMR-IHTGERP- 39 
IPCHI--CGEMFSSQEVLERHIKADTCQKSEQ 
ATC--NVCGLKVKDDEVLDLHMN-LHEGKTE
LECRY--CDKKFSHKRNVLRHME-VHWDKKK
YQC--DKCGERFSLSWLMYNHLM-RHDAEENA 
LIC--EVCHQQFKTKRTYKHHLR-THQTDRPR 
YPCPD--CEKSFVDKYTLKVHKR-VHQPVEKP 
QECTT--CGKVYNSWYQLQKHISEEHSKQ-PN 

HICPI--CGVIRRDEEYLELHMN-LHEGKTE
KQCRY--CPKSFSRPVNTLRHMR-SHWDKKK
YQC--EKCGLRFSQDNLLYNHRL-RHEAEENP 
IICSI--CNVSFKSRKTFNHHTL-IHKENRPR 
HYCSV--CPKSFTERYTLKMHMK-THEGDVVY 
F-CLI--CNTTFENKKELEHHLQFDH--DVS
LHCRR--CRTQFSRRSKLHIHQKLRCGQDFSV 
FVC--EVCTRAFARQEHLKRHYR-SHTNEKP
YPCGL--CNRCFTRRDLLIRHAQKIHSGNLGE 
FVC--NYCDKTFSFKSLLVSHKR-IHTGEKP
YEC--DVCQKTFSHKANLIKHQR-IHTGEKP
FECPE--CGKAFTHQSNLIVHQR-AHMEKKP
YGCSE--CGKTFAQKFELTTHQR-IHTGERP
YEC--NECAKTFFKKSNLIIHQK-IHTGEKR
YECSE--CGKSFIQNSQLIIHRR-THTGEKP
YECTE--CGKTFSQRSTLRLHLR-IHTGEKP-

aaaaaaa 

t h q k f s k v k a spqkp 
f-C--n-C-r-yt-r--1--H-r-iHtgnrg-
y eve 

d 1 d 

'Repeats 1 - 9 are from Xenopus TFIIIA. 10 - 14 are from Drosophila Kt, 15 - 16 from Krh (R. 
Schuh and H. Kiickle), 17 - 22 from beta sry, 23 - 29 from detla sry and 30 from IB142 (R. 
Baldarelli and J. Lengvel). 31 - 32 are from yeast ADRI and 33 - 39 from mouse MKr3 (K. 
Chowdhury and P. Gruss). 
tThe consensus for an alignment position is given if 19 or more of the 39 residues are conserved 
according to the groups: (ST), (PG), (KR), (QNED), (MC), (HFYW) and (AIYL). 

prediction over the 39 repeats is clear. 
An ex-helical wheel representation9 of 

the span (Fig. 1) shows an obvious 
hydrophobic/hydrophilic sidedness, typi
cal of helices observed in many three
dimensional protein structures. One of 
the conserved histidines suggested for zinc 
coordination and a strongly conserved 
leucine are located on the hydrophobic 
side of the predicted ex-helix. This span 
may act as the principal finger region for 
interaction with nucleic acid. 

Two preliminary spectroscopic obser
vations in this laboratory support the heli
cal suggestion. Circular dichroism curves 
of the TFIIIA protein as analysed by the 
method of Provencher'o indicate the pre
sence of 10-15 per cent ex-helix. A, 
fluorescence quenching analysis of the 7S 
particle shows an approximate 30 per cent 
increase in intensity upon digestion of the 
RNA with ribonucleases or its salt
induced dissociation. We interpret this re-

Data in graphs and tables 
SIR-After reading Paolini's discussion 
on enzyme units and how to express 
them', my attention was drawn to a similar 
ambiguity in the literature, concerning the 
units in which data are expressed when 
shown in tables or plotted in graphical 
form. 

Basic matherriatics tells us that the value 
of a physical quantity is equal to the pro
duct of a numerical value and a unit: 

physical quantity = numerical value x unit 

According to the convention followed by 
the Royal Society', the expression used to 
define the numerical values of a physical 
quantity plotted on a graph (or the one 
which is placed at the head of a column of 
numerical values of a physical quantity in 

suit as evidence for changes in the en
vironments of the two tryptophan residues 
(W28 and W177) in TFIIIA which are just 
at the amino-terminal side of the pre
dicted ex-helix. Apparently their degree 
of exposure and structural flexibility is 
altered considerably upon binding to nuc
leic acid. 
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a table) should be a pure number, and the 
axis on the graph (or the head of the table) 
should be labelled with physical quantity/ 
unit - for example, radioactivity/(d.p,m. 
x 10') - thus, making the numbers in 
graphs and tables dimensionless. If this 
convention is not followed, that is, if the 
numerical values in graphs and tables are 
considered to be dimensional, then the 
axis on graphs and the heads of tables 
should be labelled with the appropriate 
units (d.p.m. x 103, and not d.p.m. x 10-3 

as is often the case). 
Figure 1 summarizes several ways of 

expressing data in graphical form. In this 
figure, molar was the chosen unit because 
conventional prefixes like nano, micro, 
milli, and so on, are very commonly used, 
which is not the case with d.p.m. (for 
which Bq is now the recommended unit) 
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